Pandamania: Washington, D.C.

PandaMania, organized by the D.C.
Commission on the Arts and Humanities,
captured the hearts and minds of
Washingtonians and visitors with 150
dazzling
artist-created
giant
panda
sculptures. During the spring and summer
of 2004, the Commission installed the
amazing
collection
of
colorful
thought-provoking creatures on sidewalks,
in parks, malls and office buildings
throughout downtown Washington and
District neighborhoods. The unexpected
pandas in everyday places transformed the
city into a haven of fun, whimsy and
spontaneous conversations among friends
and strangers. This book captures the
artistry and spirit of PandaMania,
Washington, D.C. A percentage of
PandaMania book sales provide funds for
arts grants and arts education programs.

This Pin was discovered by Terri Altherr. Discover (and save!) your own Pins on Pinterest. WASHINGTON (CNN) -Pandas look cute, but are they sex symbols? PandaMania is a follow-up to 2002s Party Animals festival, in
whichExplore Terri Altherrs board DC Panda Statues Pandamania on Pinterest. See more Panda in Paradise, Carla
Golembe is my cousin. Find thisWASHINGTON, D.C. Those charming, cuddly bears so loved by Washingtons visitors
and residents are taking a stand, or a seat, on street corners andThis Pin was discovered by Gordon Cole. Discover (and
save!) your own Pins on Pinterest.Panda Mania Sculpture Project /pandamania/ Panda Mania Sculptures Public Art
Auctioning Project / Washington DC. Panda ManiaThe PandaMania art exhibition took place in the summer of 2004
throughout Washington, D.C., was a follow-on to the successful Party Animals public art - 23
sechttp:///?book=1882203445&=7n0kl&=com= 1ti&asiaoa=7vaz Its pure panda-mania at Washington, DCs National
Zoo Giant Panda Mei Xiang welcomed twin cubs Saturday. Its a huge draw for families The PandaMania art exhibition
took place in the summer of 2004 throughout Washington, D.C. Originally the collection contained more thanCute
Cartoon Baby Kungfu Panda Rabbit Bear Dog Night Light Lamp Specifications Size: Power cord length: Voltage:
Power: Lamp: incandescent lamp The Fairmont Washington, D.C. is collaborating with Friends of the National Zoo
(FONZ) on The Panda Package in honor or the new giant D.C. Commission for Arts and Humanities, bringing the
PandaMania project In addition to the live auction at the Wardman hotel, interested PandaMania will bring 150 panda
statues -- some standing, some seated and all painted in a variety of designs -- to public and private spacesThis book
captures the artistry and spirit of PandaMania, Washington, D.C. eBay!
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